EGECIdLU
AND REMMEL
In this paper we give a new bijective proof of (0.1) by constructing bijections between 9"+ i, the set of functions from (2 ,..., n> into { l,..., n + 1 }, and gtz+ l,i for each i = l,..., n + 1. Our bijections are not only simpler than the Priifer bijection and the Joyal encoding, but also have a number of weight preserving properties that are not possessed by those treatments. Moreover, the basic idea of the bijection can be applied to give bijective proofs for the number of spanning trees of graphs other than the complete graphs as well.
For example, suppose we consider %& + ,,n + i , the set of Cayley trees on n + 1 vertices rooted at n + 1. We then orient each edge {i, j} of TE%,+L,,I
by directing it back toward the root n + 1. We call a directed edge i + j a rise if i < j and a fall if i > j. We assign a weight w( i + j) to each directed edge in T as follows: We then define the weight of T = (V, E) E %,, + l,n + 1 by w(T) = I-J,, E w(e). For example, if T is the tree pictured in Fig. 1 , the weight of the edge 5 + 2 is xq't*, the weight of the edge 1 + 2 is yps*, and the weight of T= ( yps*)(xq't*)( yp*s')( yp3s7)( yp4s7)(xq6t4).
Then the weight preserving properties of our bijection between Fn + i and V"+ ,,n + , will prove the following "q-analogue" of Cayley's formula; =(ypsn+l) fi [xq'(t+P+ ... + t'-')+ yp'(s'+ ... +s"+')].
It is easy to see that (0.3) reduces to (0.1) when all variables are set equal to 1. Moreover, the wealth of information that is contained in (0.3) yields a number of explicit formulas for the expected number of rises, falls, etc., for a Cayley tree T in %,,+ l,n+ i. Slight modifications of the bijection for w n + ,,n + i will allow us to derive similar formulas for the other %& + ,,i.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 1 we shall describe our basic bijections 19~ between Fn+ I and %$ + ,,i. In Section 2 we indicate how to modify these bijections to give bijective proofs for the number of spanning trees of various other graphs. Finally, in Section 3, we shall discuss various statistics on Cayley trees.
We remark that we were led to serach for a simple weight-preserving bijective proof of (0.1) after noting that a number of q-analogues for Cayley trees follow from a weighted generalization of the Matrix-Tree theorem that appears in Garsia-Egecioglu
[S]. Also we should note that our bijections can be viewed as a kind of merging of the Joyal encoding and the 'fundamental transformation' of Foata [6] .
THE BASIC BIJECTIONS
We start this section by describing the bijection 8, + 1. This bijection is most easily described by referring to an explicit example. Suppose n = 20 and f is given by We can view f as a directed graph with vertex set {l,..., 21} by putting a directed edge from i to j if f(i) = j. For example, the digraph for f given above is pictured in Fig. 2 . A moments thought will convince one that in general, the diagraph corresponding to an f: { 2,..., H} + { l,..., n + 1 } will consist of two trees rooted at 1 and n + 1, respectively, with all edges directed toward their roots plus a number of directed cycles of length > 1 where for each vertex u on any given cycle there is possibly a tree attached to u with u as the root and all edges directed toward u. Note that there are trees rooted at 1 and n + 1 due to the fact that 1 and n + 1 are not in the domain off so that there are no directed edges out of 1 or n + 1. Note also that cycles of length 1 or loops simply correspond to fixed points off:
As in Fig. 2 , we imagine the directed graph corresponding to f E Sn + , is drawn so that (a) the trees rooted at 1 and n + 1 are drawn on the extreme left and extreme right respectively with their edges directed upwards, (b) the cycles are drawn so that their vertices form a directed path on the line between 1 and n + 1 with one backedge above the line and the tree attached to any vertex on a cycle is drawn below the line between 1 and n + 1 with edges directed upwards.
(c) each cycle is arranged so that its smallest element is at the right and the cycles are ordered from left to right by increasing smallest elements.
Once the directed graph for f is drawn as above, let us refer the rightmost element in the ith cycle reading from left to right as ri and the leftmost element in the ith cycle as li. Thus for the f given above, I, = 4, rl = 3, l2 = r2 = 7, I, = 20, and r3 = 12. Once an f E Fn+ 1 is drawn in this way, it is easy to describe 8, + 1 (f ). That is, if the directed graphs off has k cycles where k > 0, we simply eliminate the backedges ri -+ Zi for i = l,..., k and add the edges 1 + I,, rI + 12, r2 + 1, ,..., rk + n + 1. For example, in Fig. 2 , we eliminate the backedges 3 + 4, 7 + 7, 12 + 20 and add the edges 1 + 4, 3 -+ 7, 7 + 20, and 12 -+ 21 which are dotted for emphasis. If there are no cycles in the directed graph of A i.e., k = 0, then we simply add the edge l-+n+l.
Note that it is immediate that 8,+ 1 is a bijection between Fn+ I and %? n + 1 n + 1 since given any Cayley tree T in '%,,+ I,n + i, we can easily recover the directed graph of the f E 9n + I such that 8,+ I(f) = T. The key point here is that by our conventions for ordering the cycles of f, it is easy to recover the sequence of nodes rl,..., rk since r, is the smallest element on the path between 1 and n + 1 in T, r2 is the smallest element on the path between rl and n + 1, etc., and clearly, knowing rl ,..., rk allows us to recover f from T. For (1.3), note that our definitions ensure that if f(i) = j and i -P j remains a directed edge in both the directed graph of f and the directed graph of T= 8,+ i(f), then w,, I(f; i) = o(i -+ j). Th us in the case where the directed graph of f has no cycles, (1.3) is clear because the only difference between the directed graphs off and T in that case is that we added the edge 1 --f n + 1 to T which has precisely weight yps"+ '. If the directed graph of f has k cycles with k > 0, then we follow our conventions above and let Ii and ri denote the left and right endpoints of the ith cycle. In such a case, the only difference between the weights of f and T are due to the difference between weights of the edges rl + I,,..., rk + Zk which were deleted from the directed graph of f and the weights of the edges 1 + I,, rl + 12,..., rk-I + lk, rk --) n + 1 subsequently added to T. But note that since ri was the smallest element in the cycle, we know that fi =f(ri) > ri for i = l,..., k. Thus
where T=(V, E) and S={l*ll, r1+12,...,rkP1+lk, rk+n+l} since if f(i)=j and i$ {rl,..., rk >, i + j is an edge in both the directed graph off and the directed graph of T. Finally it easily follows from our convention that rl < r2 < ... < rk that all the edges in S are rise edges so that
EtiECI&LU AND REMMEL Thus comparing (1.4) and (1.5) establishes (1.3) in the case the directed graph off has cycles as well. 1
Next, we consider Cayley trees rooted at 1. In this case we draw the directed graph of f E 9, + , as in Fig. 2 except that (a) the tree with root 1 is drawn at the extreme right and the tree with root n + 1 is drawn at the extreme left, (b) the cycles are arranged so that their largest element is at right end and the cycles are ordered by decreasing largest elements.
This given, O,(f) is constructed in the manner indicated in Fig. 3 . To obtain an analogue of Theorem 1.1 for C,, I,lr we assign a l-weight to each feFn+l by letting ol(f)=n;=, ol(J i) where
In this case it can be shown by an argument which is similar to the one in Theorem 1.1 that the weight preserving properties of 8, yields the following. a number of cycles with trees attached as before. For the ok bijection, we draw the directed graph off so that (a) the trees rooted at 1 and k are at the extreme left and extreme right, respectively.
(b) the cycles are drawn so that those cycles, which contain some element greater than k have their largest element on the right and those cycles which have no elements greater than k have their smallest elements on the right, and (c) the cycles are ordered so that those cycles with elements greater than k come first by decreasing largest elements and are followed by those cycles with all elements smaller than k by increasing smallest elements.
For example, Fig. 4 gives the appropriate arrangements for the directed graph of the function g E 9i1 below for the t& bijection; Once the directed graph off is appropriately drawn, the directed graph of e,(f) is constructed in exactly the same way as before.
Again it is not difficult to see that given a Cayley tree T1 we can reconstruct the cycle structure of the f~ Fn+, such that 13,(f) = T by examining the path from 1 to k in T. Briefly, on simply locates the last element r on the path from 1 to k such that r > k and then the cycles strictly to the right of r are recovered as in the 19,+, bijection and the cycles weakly to the left of r are recovered as the 8, bijection. Thus f!Jk is bijection. However, for 1 < k < n + 1, the 8, bijections do not have quite as strong of weight preserving properties as the 8, and 8,+, bijections. Namely, we can We then leave to the reader to verify that an analysis which is entirely similar to the one used to verify the weight preserving properties of the 8 ?I+1 bijection in Theorem 1.1 yields the following weight generating function for c,, + ,,k. We conclude this section by deriving the following corollary of Theorem 1.1: Given a tree TE 5fZn+ 1, let 6(T) = xi, T i&.(i) where dr.(i) is the degree of vertex i. Now if we set x = y = 1 and p, S, and t equal to q in the weight of T, w(T), then each vertex i will contribute a factor of qi to the resulting weight of T every time vertex i is either the right or left hand endpoint of a directed edge in T. Hence the resulting weight of T with those substitutions will be qxtE Tiddi) = qsc? Note that the 6 weight is independent of the root. Thus as an immediate corollary of Theorem 1.2, we get the following result which is also a corollary of the Priifer bijection. where [n],=(l -q")/(l-q)= 1 +q+ ... +q"-1.
APPLICATIONS TO SPANNING TREES
Let K,,, denote the complete bipartite graph on two sets of vertices of size n and m and Kn,m,p denote the complete tripartite graph on three sets of vertices of size n, m, and p. That is, K,,, is the graph ( V1, E, ) where v1 = {l,..., n+m} and E,={{i,j} I l<i<n and n+l<j<n+m} and K n,m,p is the graph (V,,E,) where V,={l,...,n+m+p} and E,= {{i,j}leither (a) l<i<n and n+l<j<n+m, (b) l<i<n and n+m+l<j<n+m+p, or (c) n+l<i<n+m and n+m+l<j< n + m +p}. Given a graph G, let Sp(G) denote the set of spanning trees of G, and let Sp,(G) denote the set of spanning trees of G rooted at k.
It turns out that appropriately restricting the domain of the O1 bijection allows a bijective proof for the nubmer of spanning trees of K,,, whereas the number of spanning trees of Kn,m,p requires a slight modification of the 8, bijection for k # 1, n + 1.
The weight preserving properties of these induced bijections also yield qanalogues for the number of spanning trees in the manner of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
First, we shall consider the complete bipartite graphs.
THEOREM 2.1. ISp(K,,,)J =n"-lmnel.
Proof: Note that the set of spanning trees of K,,, consists precisely of those trees TE %$+ 1 such that all edges {i, j} in T connect some i E A = { L..., n> with somejEB={n+l,...,n+m}. Now let Fn;,,, be the set of all functions f: {2,..., n + m -1 } + ECECI&LU ANDvREMMEL {L..., II +m} such that (a) if ie (2 ,..., n}, then f(i)e {n+ l,..., n+m} and (b) if ie (n+ l,..., n+m-l}, then f(i)e {l,..., n}. Note that LS$~,~CS$+,,, and clearly 1 flu,, ( = n"' -'m" -i. Moreover, it is easy to see that conditions (a) and (b) force that all cycles C in the directed graph of some f~ 9$,, are of even length and are such that if we follow the elements around the cycle C, they alternate between elements from (2 ,..., n} and {n + l,..., n + m -1 }.
Thus if we draw the directed graph of such an f in the appropriate manner for the 8, bijection, the right-hand endpoint of any cycle is in {n + l,..., n + m -1 } and the left-hand endpoint of any cycle is in { 2,..., n}.
It follows that if T= O,(f ), then TE Spi(K,,,). Vice versa, if we start with a tree TE SP~(K~,~) and consider the path p from n + m to 1 in T, the fact that the elements along p must be alternate between elements of A and elements of B will easily allow us to show that the f such that O,(f) = T is in S$,. Thus t?i restricted to F&, 8, r9$,, is a bijection between Sn,, and Sp,(K,,,) and establishes Theorem 3.1. 1
We note that by essentially the same argument as in Theorem 3.1, we can show that O,,,,, I&,, is also a bijection between S$, and Sp, + ,(K,,,). Thus by the weight preserving properties of the 0, and On+,,, bijections, we have Also if we put x = y = 1 and s = t = p equal to q in Corollary 3.2, we get COROLLARY 2.3.
Given two graphs Gi = (Vi, E,) and G2 = (V,, E,) with disjoint vertex sets, we let G, 0 Gz denote the product of Gi and Gz, that is, the graph G1 OGz=(V1u V,,EiuE,uE(V,, I',)) where E(V,, V2)= ((i,j}IiEV1 andjeV,}.ThusK,,,=N,aN,whereN,=({l,...,n},$) and N, = ((n + l,..., n + m}, 4 (H,,,) . Thus the 8,-bijection also proves Finally, we shall turn to a bijective proof of the formula for the number of spanning trees of the complete tripartite graph Kn,m,p. In this case, we shall use the ideas from our bijection for Cayley trees roots at other than the maximum or minimum vertex. THEOREM 2.5. ISp(Kn,,,p)l = (n+m+p)(n+m)P-'(n+p)"-'(m+p)"-'.
Proof: Assume that n, m, and p are nonzero and let A = {l,..., n}, B= {n + l,..., n+m}, and C= {n+m+ 1;..., n + m + p>. Thus the spanning trees of Kn,m,p are simply those trees TE 'ikn + m +p such that T has no edges between two elements of A, two elements of B, or two elements of C.
We let %l,m,p denote the set of all functions f~ %;I:+, such that (i) if iE (2 ,..., n}, f(i)E {n+ l,..., n+m+p},
(ii) if iE {n+ l,..., n+m-l}, then f(i) E {L..., n,n+m+ l,..., n+m+p}, (iii) if iE (n + m + l,..., n + m + p -1 }, then f(i) E {l,..., n+m}, and (iv) if i=n+m+p, then f(i)E {l,..., n + m +p}. Clearly l%,m,p I=(n+m+p)(n+m)P-'(n+p)"~l(m+p)"-' so that we can prove Theorem 3.5 by constructing a bijection $ between % n.m.p and SP, + m(Kn,m,p ). The II/ bijection will be only a slight variation of the restriction of the O,,, bijection to %n71.m,p. First we draw the directed graph off just as we did for the 0, + m bijection. We note that there are two problems with applying the On+,,, directly at this point. First, it is possible that the first cycle off has an element ri E C on the right and an element I, E A on the left so that the edge 1 + I, we would add in 8, +m bijection is not legitimate for a spanning tree of Kn,m,p. The second problem arises from the fact that in Fn,m,p, the image of n + m +p is unrestricted so that if f(n+m+p)EC, the edge n+m+p+f(n+m+p) may also be illegitimate. Thus in the t+Q bijection described below, we modify the 1!9~+~ bijection to avoid such problems.
The directed graph of $(f) . is constructed according to the live cases below: Case 1. f has no cycles and f(n + m + p) 4 C Then we simply add the edge 1 + n + m to f to get the directed graph of w-1.
If not case one, let ri and li denote the right-and left-hand endpoints of the ith cycle off reading from left to right.
Case 2. I, E B and f(n + m +p) $ C
Note that by our conventions for drawing the cycles the only way that I1 E C is if rl = n + m + p. We are thus ruling out that 1, E C and hence the only possibilities are I1 E A or I, E B. The case we are considering now is when 1, E B. We then proceed exactly as in the 8, +m bijection and delete the backedges ri + Ii from f and add the edges 1 --t E,, rl + 12,..., rk-1 -+ lk, and rk + n + m to get the directed graph of e(f).
Case 3. Z,EA andf(n+m+p)$C
We claim that it must be the case that r1 is some element greater than n + m. That is, if rl < n + m, then it must be the case that all elements of the cycle are less than n + m by condition (b). But it is easy to see that all such cycles are of even length and the elements alternate between elements in A and B as we proceed along the cycle. Thus such a cycle must start with some element in B and end with some element of A. Thus given that ri E C, let h, denote the element following II in the first cycle. Of course, h, = rl is possible but in any case, since I, E A, our conditions on f ensure that h,EBuC.Nextfindjsuchthatr,>...>rj>n+mandrj+1<...<rk< n + m. Then we (1) eliminate the backedges rl + 1, ,..., rk + ik plus the edge I1 + h, , (2) we move I, from its current position and place it between rj and lj+la and(3)addtheedges1~h,,r,~1,,...,rj~-l-tlj,rj~II,II~Ij+l~ lj+ 2 ,..,, rk _ i + lk, and rk + n + m.
Case 4. f(n+m+p)ECandn+m+p is in a cycle
In this case rl = n + m +p and I1 = f (n + m + p) and we proceed exactly as in case 2. It is routine but somewhat lengthy to verfiy that each case above has a unique feature which distinguishes it from the others and that + is indeed a bijection. For example, those trees T where there is an edge 1 + 1 with 1 E C are either the image of some f of case 4 if I= n + m +p or some f of cases 3 or 5 if 1 #n + m + p and those trees T where on the path 71 between 1 and k we find are an odd number of elements of A u B between the last element of C on rc and k correspond to f in case 3. Moreover $ has the same weight preserving properties possessed by the 8,,+, bijection. Thus we get the following "q-analogues" from the $ bijection for the spanning trees of K . n,m,p . 
STATISTICS ON CAYLEY TREES
As we mentioned in the Introduction, the multivariate analogous of Cayley's formulas that we developed in Section 1 contain a wealth of information and enable us to derive many explicit formulas for the expected values of various statistics on Cayley trees. Also in many cases, one can derive such formulas directly from the structure of our bijections. In this section, we shall derive a few of the many possible expected value type formulas in order to give the reader a flavor of how our formulas and bijections can be used. For example suppose that we want to find the expected value of the number of fall edges in a tree T E %,, + l,k. That is, given TE%+w we consider T as a directed graph with all edges directed toward the root and let Fall,(T) = (i + j is an edge in T and i > j}. Then we want to calculate E( Fall,(n + 1)) = c TEVn+,,k IFalW)l (n+ l)n--l ' (3.1)
For example, for k = II + 1 we can specialize the generating function in Theorem 1.1 by putting y = q = p = s = t = 1 to obtain c x'F~'1~+~(~)'=(X+n)(2x+n-1)~~~((n-l)x+2). ~~Cn+1,n+l Then logarithmic differentiation can be used to obtain the formula n-l n(n-1) E(Fall,+,(n+ l))=--$+&+ *.. +g=m. (3.2)
Our generating functions and the above method can be used to prove the following more general result. We note also that one can obtain a very lucid explanation of the formulas in Theorem 3.1 by considering our bijections. For example, in formula (3.2), one can see directly that the term i/(n + 1) is nothing more than the probability that the value of f(i) < i for an f~ S$+ I which via the 8,+ 1 bijection is exactly the probability that the edge i-f(i) in the digraph off becomes a fall in the directed graph of 8,+ r(f).
The corresponding expected values for the number of rise edges of a TEG+I,~ can be calculated easily from Theorem 3.1. In view of the identity E(Fall,(n + 1)) = E(Rise,+,-,(n + 1)). (3.3) Note that (3.2) is immediate by relabeling vertex i by n + 2-i for i = 1, 2,..., n + 1 which has the effect of changing fall edges into rise edges and vice versa.
We end this section by giving the expected values for the statistics which correspond to the variables q, p, S, and t in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. That is, we define the following analogues of the major and minor indices of permutations for Cayley trees T in 'ik;, + I,n + 1, The statistics 1-majI, r -maj,, Z-min,, and r -min, are defined analogously for trees TE %',, + l,l. Finally we write E(I -maj, + I(n + 1)) for the expected value of I -maj,, ,(T) for TE %',,+ I,n+ 1, etc. Then using the logarithmic differentiation technique and Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, we can prove the following THEOREM 3.2. (a) E(l-maj,(n + 1)) = n(2n2 + 9n + 13)/6(n + l), E(I--maj.+,(n+ 1)) = $rz(rz-1). (b) E(r-maj,(n+1))=n(n2+3n+8)/6(n+1), E(r-maj,+,(n+ 1)) = $z(rr--1).
(c) E(I-min,(n+l))=n(n-l)(n+4)/6(n+l), E(I-min,+,(n+ 1)) = dn(n+5).
(d) E(r-min,(n+l))=n(n-1)(2n+5)/6(n+l), E(r-min,+,(n+ 1)) = $n(n+5).
Similar statistics for spanning trees of the complete bipartite and complete tripartite graphs can be obtained from the generating functions in Corollaries 2.2 and 2.6.
